The
Lifestyle

THE LIFESTYLE
Thermally Efficient Replacement Tiled Roof
Our Lifestyle lightweight tiled roofing system gives you the most advanced
replacement roof available on the market today, overcoming the twin issues of
your conservatory being too hot in summer and too cold in winter. Moreover, it
creates a beautiful vaulted plastered ceiling inside - and on the outside a stunning
lightweight tiled finish. Extremely thermally efficient due to its advanced design,
Lifestyle is fully compliant with Building Regulations and has Jhai system approval,
giving you peace of mind from the outset of your replacement roof project.
Lifestyle has a proven pedigree and will provide comfort and peace of mind for
many years to come. The complete roof is pre manufactured to ensure consistent
quality on site and speedy installation with minimal waste and minimal disruption
to your home compared to other tiled roof solutions.

GREAT LOOKING, FAST FITTED AND THERMALLY EFFICIENT
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DESIGN YOUR
BESPOKE ROOF
Visually Striking Externally

HARVEST BROWN

TERRA BRICK

CARBON GREY

Available in three colours; Terra Brick, Harvest
Brown or Carbon Grey, the tiles used in the build of
an of a Lifestyle Roof are exclusive to the system
and are design not only to retain the colour, but
also to resist expansion and retraction preventing
splitting. The Lifestyle can also feature large,
made-to-measure rectangular glass panels or
Velux Windows that can be incorporated into the
roof design to deliver natural light and sky views.

Visually Striking Internally
Internally the Lifestyle is second to none. Around
the perimeter of the ceiling sits an internal pelmet
which can be used to insert spotlights or speakers
and at the apex of the roof you can choose to add
a flat panel enabling you to insert down-lighters,
a ceiling fan or hang pendant lights for main or
mood lighting.

Bespoke Glazing Panels

Use All Year Round

Enhanced Performance

Light & Spacious

A Name You Can Trust
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